7Q - Five operators from Japan will be active from Malawi on 6-19 June. Look for 7Q7YL (who will stay there for two years, QSL via JG6BKB), 7Q7CW (QSL via JG6BKB), 7Q7DU (QSL via JG6BKB), 7Q7EN (QSL via JG6BKB) and 7Q7KZ (QSL via JA2LZF) on HF and 6 metres. [TNX OZ6OM]

EI - EI4GK and EI9HQ hope to operate from the Blasket Islands (EU-007) between 1 and 3 June. They will be using the calls EJ4GK and EJ9HQ on 10-80 metres mainly SSB. QSL via home calls either direct or through the bureau. [TNX EI4GK]

GJ - DL1ZBO, DJ5BX and DF4OR will participate in the ANARTS RTTY Contest (9-10 June) as MJ/DL1ZBO from Jersey Island (EU-013). They expect to operate SSB, CW and on the WARC bands after the contest. QSL via DL1ZBO. [TNX VK2SG RTTY DX Notes]

KH0 - Look for KH0/JA8CCL to be active on HF and 6 metres from Saipan, Northern Marianas (OC-086) on 8-11 June. QSL via home call. [TNX OZ6OM]

JA - Take, JI3DST will be active (on 17, 15, 12, 10, 6 and 2 metres SSB) as JI3DST/8 from Okushi Island (AS-147) between 7 UTC on 2 June and 2 UTC on the 5th. QSL to JI3DST via the bureau. [TNX JI3DST]

JA - Look for JA6LCJ/6 (Yuki), JA6GIJ/6 (Michio) and JA6JPS/6 (Shige) to be active on all bands CW, SSB and RTTY from the Danjo Islands (AS-056) on 9-10 June. QSL via home calls. Logsearch will be available at http://www.topbander.com/logsearch.htm [TNX JA6LCJ]

OY - Ari, OH3KAV/OH7KA reports he will be going to the Faroe Islands (EU-018) for a couple of days in early June, most likely between the 6th and the 10th. If he takes his HF equipment with him, there will be a low profile activity as OY/OH7KA on 20 metres CW. [TNX Islands On The Web]

SV - Daniele, IK0REH will operate (on 10, 15, 20 and 40 metres mainly CW) as SV8/IK0REH/P from Zakynthos (EU-052) on 8-20 June. QSL via home call either direct or through the ARI bureau. [TNX IK0REH]

SV9 - Look for J49HW/P, J49DX/P and J49NG/P [425DXN 524] to operate from Chrysi Island (EU-187) between 10.00 UTC on 1 June and 10.00 UTC on the 4th. See QSL information below. [TNX HA7UW]

UA - Nick/RA1QQ, Alex/RA1QY and Vlad/RA1QCZ are planning to operate,
possibly as home call/A or /P, from Hvoshovik Island (RRA new) in early June. QSL via RA1QQ (Nick A. Smerdov, P.O.Box 24, Cherepovets, 162627, Russia). [TNX RA1QHJ]

UA - Look for UA1NDX/p, RA1NO/p and possibly others to be active from Suisari Island (RRA 20-03) on 9-12 June. [TNX DL8AAM]

W - Special event call K1D will be aired (on 28350, 21380, 14270, 7230 and 3895 kHz) between 2 and 17 June to celebrate Kid's Day (16 June) and Amateur Radio Awareness. The operators will be Peter (W1DAD) and Jeanne (K1MOM) Schipelliti. QSL via W1DAD either direct (Peter Schipelliti, 7 Dearborn Ridge Rd, Atkinson, NH 03811, USA) or through the bureau. [TNX W1DAD].

XW - Hiro, JA2EZD is now active on 6-80 metres as XW0X from Laos for about a month. QSL via XW2A (P. O. Box 2659, Vientiane, Laos). [TNX The Daily DX]

YB - YB8HZ has been trying to get to the Sabalana & Tengah Islands (OC-???) for this weekend. Unfortunately the boat has been delayed and he now hopes to arrive on 6 June. [TNX G3ZAY and Islands On The Web]

ZONE 2 ----> Fred, K2FRD reminds DXers that he will operate as VO2/K2FRD from Zone 2 starting on or around 6 June with a QRT date of 31 August [425DXN 517]. He will be operating from a tent about 90km from the nearest town and plans to work at least six hours a day (SSB and CW on 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30, and 40 metres). His operating schedule is available at http://sites.netscape.net/thefred3/labr1. QSL direct only to K2FRD (Fred Stevens, 263 Keach Rd, Guilford, NY 13780, USA).

---

---

*** 4 2 5  D X  N E W S ***

**** GOOD TO KNOW ... ****

---

Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH

---

ZD9, HELP NEEDED ---> The following comes from The Daily DX: "Tristan da Cunha (ZD9) was hit by a powerful hurricane last week. Reports are that Andy Repetto, ZD9BV, and Lorraine Repetto, ZD9YL, lost all antennas, tower and transceivers in the storm. The Repetto's were in England when this happened and will not be able to get back to Tristan until late August or early September. Colin Topping, GM6HGW/ZD9HGW reported, 'The devastation has been greater than that of the volcanic eruption in 1961 which forced the evacuation of the island.' Anyone who can help supply any surplus equipment is urged to contact Colin by e-mail at gm6hgw@hotmail.com"

QSL AP2ARS ---> Logs for Robert, AP2ARS (S53R) are now available online at http://www.ve9dx.com/ap2ars/ap2ars.html. Cards are already printed and Robert will process the requests when he returns home in July on holiday. Cards should be sent to Robert Kasca, Beblerjeva 2, SI-5280 Idrija, Slovenia. [TNX VE9DX]
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425 DX News #526 [2/3]
DX CLUBS: If you belong to a DX Club, which has a home page, please check to make sure it is listed on The Daily DX-DX Club page at http://www.dailydx.com/clubs.htm

DX CLUSTERS: Andy, VE9DX has links to well over 100 Open DX Clusters available via Telnet at http://www.ve9dx.com/telnet/sites.html

ILLW: The web site for the International Lighthouse/Lightship Weekend is at http://vk2ce.com/illw/2001.htm

LOGS: Andy, VE9DX now has links to 1610+ searchable logs on his log search page at http://www.ve9dx.com/logs.html

QSLING: Dennis, RZ1AK reports some useful tips on direct QSLing to Russia and CIS can be found on his web site at http://www.qsl.net/rz1ak/mail.html

XU7ABR: The new web site for the 15 July-3 August German DXpedition to Cambodia [425DXN 515] can be found at http://www.dx-pedition.de

TNX DL4KQ

---

CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER
3A2DX pirate HB0/DL1GGT DL1GGT SN0FPC SP3KHI
3B8/F6HMJ F5HMJ HB0/DL5EBT DL5EBT SN0R SP2QCR
3C5J MW0BRO HB0/DL6SAQ DL6SAQ SN45KDU SP9KDU
3V8SF DL1BDF HB0/PA0RDY PA0RDY SP5PB/1 SP5PB
3V8SM DL1BDF HC3AP EA5KB SV5/DJ5AA DJ5AA
3W2LC VK6LC HC8/K6KO WM6A SV5/DL3DRN DL3DRN
3W9HRN DL1HRN HC8N AA5BT T32CG JN1HOW
4G1A DX1CW HI3/DK8OJ DK8OJ T48K DK1WI
4G1A VE7DP HK3JH/HK0M N4AA T93Y W2FB
4K9W DL6KVA HP3XBH W4WX T94EU W2FB
4O1W YZ1AU HR1QRF EA7FTR TA3DD KB2MS
4S7SW ON6TZ HS0ZCW K4VUD TI5/N0KE N0KE
42BB WC1X IBOS I0YKN TI5X N0KE
5B4/T93Y W2FB ID9/IT9FCC IT9FCC TL8BC F5IPW
5B4/UA9YAB UA9YAB ID9/IT9HLN IT9HLN TL8DV W3MC
5N3NDP/1 IK5JAN ID9/IT9NGN IT9NGN TM0A F60IE
5R8FL K1WY ID9/IT9SSI I28CCW TM0AR F5TJC
5R8FL F5TBA ID9/IT9UHF IT9UHF TM1H F6ANA
5R8G K2GIO I09S I2OEU TM5B F5XX
5U7JK I2YSB IG9SIX IK4DRY TM5CW F5SJB
Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH

B5TX      P.O. Box 8, Zhangzhou Fujian, China
BA4DW     David Y. J. Zhou, P.O. Box 040-088, Shanghai 200040, China
BD4XA     Kevin Young, P.O.Box 59, LianYunGang, JS 222002, China
DJ2MX     Mario Lovric, Am Oelberg 11, D-61231 Bad Nauheim, Germany
DL7VOX    Helmut Radach, Riesaer Strasse 93, D-12627 Berlin, Germany
EA5KB     Jose F. Ardid Arlandis, Apartado 5013, 46080 Valencia, Spain
EA7FTR    Francisco Liyez Suero, Asturias 23, 21110, Aljarque, Huelva, Spain
F5IPW     Joel Ricaud, 32 Avenue de la Vallee du Lys, 37260
           Artannes-sur-Indre, France
F5TGR     Nicolas Quennet, 8 bis rue de la Marne, 95220 Herblay, France
F6ANA     Alain Mesnier, Les Grands Bois, Chemin De La Bussiere, 16440
           Moutiers, France
F6CTL     Yves Le Fichous, Lieu dit Biredes, 33720 Landiras, France
HB9AMO    Pierre Petry, 3 Hutins-des-Bois, 1225 Chene-Bourg, Switzerland
HS0GBI    Chericha Yiwlek, P.O. Box 1090, Kasettsart 10903, Bangkok, Thailand
I0YKN     Nuccio Meoli, Via della stazione snc, 04010 Cori - LT, Italy
I2YSB     Silvano Borsa, P.O. Box 45, 27036 Mortara - PV, Italy
IK4DRY    Stefano Zoli, Carrarone Chiesa 21, 48010 Mezzano - RA, Italy
IK5QK     Fabrizio Vannini, Via Forlanini 68, 50127 Firenze - FI, Italy
IW5BZQ    Stefano Mannelli, P.O. Box 569, 50123 Firenze Centro - FI, Italy
JA3DBD    Souichi Miyamoto, 6-9-2 Habikigaoka, Habikino, Osaka 583-0864,
           Japan
JW0HR     Vlad Shakum, P.O. Box 224, N-9178 Barentsburg, Norway
JW0HS     Ivan Lesiv, P.O. Box 127, N-9178 Barentsburg, Norway
KG6AR     Chris Williams, 220 Woods Landing Lane, Callaway, VA 24067, USA
KU9C      Steve Wheatley, P.O. Box 5953, Parsippany, NJ 07054-6953, USA
N4AA      Carl Smith, P.O. Box 249, Leicester, NC 28748-0249, USA
OH1VR     Seppo Sisatto, Ojakatu 3 A 18, 33100 Tampere, Finland
OH6LI     Jukka Klemola, Aarontie 5, 31400 Somero, Finland
ON4AA     Frank Pletinck, Potaardestraat 72, B-9190 Stekene, Belgium
ON4ON     Danny Commeyn, Rozenlaan 38, 8890 Dadizele, Belgium
OY9UR     United Radio, P.O.Box 33, Zichem 3271, Belgium
PA3GIO    Bert vd Berg, Parklaan 38, NL-3931 KK Woudenberg, The Netherlands
RN3OA     Igor Zakharov, P.O. Box 381, Voronezh, 394000, Russia
RZ9OU     Igor Naumov, P.O.Box 69, Novosibirsk-90, 630090, Russia
SP5DRH    Jacek Kubiak, P.O. Box 4, 00-957 Warszawa, Poland
UA0SJO    Yuri A. Maltsev, P.O. Box 2304, Bratsk-city, 665700, Russia
UA4RC     Victor Gorokhov, P.O. Box 252, Almetievsk, Tatarstan 423452, Russia
UA9YAB    Alex Vedernikov, P.O. Box 120, Biysk, Altajskij kraj, 659300,
           Russia
UT2UB     Andrej Lyakin, P.O. Box 99, Kyiv-10, 01010 Ukraine
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